
Fishing regulations applicable to lake Sahara 951 053 for 2023 

 

Fishing permission is always valid from 14:00 to 14:00 day after. Fishing permission for the 

2023 season can be acquired only in the fishing store LK Baits - Lukáš Krása, Pardubická 

1734, Přelouč, 535 01. Opening hours can be found at www.lkbaits.cz Buying fishing 

permission at the lake is not possible. Changes are possible after consultation with venue 

managers. It is strictly forbidden to leave the venue area between times 19:00 - 7:00, without 

any consultation. All visits must be reported via sms to the venue manager. The lake is a 

closed venue. Arrivals and departures are possible only based on consultations with the venue 

manager. By purchasing a valid permit for the Sahara lake and when entering the venue, every 

visitor understands that they are entering an area which is camera monitored.   

 

Fish care 

We require the use of commercially produced unhooking mats of a minimal diameter 50 cm x 

100 cm and the use of landing nets with a minimum arm length of 100 cm.  

The angler is obliged to have the unhooking mat at a distance from the water that he is able to 

move it to the water after catching a fish (fish in the net), so that the fish is placed on the mat 

ag gently as possible. We prefer floating mats to be used. Every angler is obliged to check the 

temperature of the mat before placing the fish on to it and to cool it down with water, if 

necessary. Every swim is equipped with a container with disinfection, in which the angler is 

obliged to disinfect his mat, net and weighting sling. Caught fish must not be taken on to the 

bank, all fish handling takes place only in the water.     

 

Boat use 

The use of boats, including bait boats is prohibited at the lake. Only swims number 1 and 

number 2 have as part of the swim a boat ready for possible fish rescue from the snags. Island 

swims use boats for accessing purposes (the boats are ready on the spot across the big island 

and on the left side of the swim number 1.    

 

http://www.lkbaits.cz/


End tackle  

It is forbidden to use braided line as a shock leader. Very effective are monofilament lines 

with diameter 0.40-0.70 (they do not cut fish) or leadcores (minimum length 1m). There can 

be only one barbless hook at a maximal size 4 on one rod. Only original barbless hooks can be 

used. Only running lead set ups can be used.  

 

Baiting 

Boilies, pellets and particle may be used as bait. It is forbidden to use uncooked particle, 

rancid particles, granules and pellets intended for feeding salmonid fish with a high 

proportion of fat, Decathlon boilies for baiting. The maximum daily amount of bait per each 

swim is 5kg.  

As bait, we recommend feed boilies Sahara EKO, which was developed specifically to 

improve the health of fish and contains supporting components to strengthen fish immunity, 

support fish health and growth. Boilies / Pellets Sahara EKO is made exclusively from natural 

products without the addition of aromas, dyes and other substances. With this type of bait, the 

fish are fed from the fry and also fed during the year directly on the venue, so they accept it 

well. The bait is available at LK Baits fishing store in Přelouč or at the lake for direct use. If 

necessary, please contact the venue manager.      

Sahara lake has the right to limit or completely ban all types of bait with immediate effect, if 

the physical-chemical properties of the water and the weather require it.   

 

Other provisions   

At whole area, putting up fires is forbidden. Portable grills are allowed. Placing caught fish 

into slings if forbidden. Respect other anglers. Report any major injury or death of fish to the 

venue manager.  

Only catch and release method of fishing is applied within the sectors, which are properly 

marked.   



Predator fishing is forbidden in 2023 season. It is prohibited to return any size of catfish back 

into the water, regardless of its size. After catching a catfish, immediately contact the venue 

manager or fish farmer. 

Fishing guard and venue manager have the right to check the permits for fishing, your leaders 

or check carp sacks, when there is suspicion of stealing the fish. Every angler has to make 

sure, that his swim is clean after his stay. If the angler violates the fishing regulations, the 

angler risks immediate end of the fishing without compensation. If there is any violation of 

the fishing regulation or unauthorized movement of persons, please contact the responsible 

person. Sport fishing and stay at Sahara lake is at own risk and responsibility of the holder of 

the fishing permission (family members and pets included). The permit holder acknowledges 

that the venue area at Sahara lake was created by sand mining and that the condition of the 

bottom and banks correspond to this. With regards to other visitors, we require good 

behaviour at the lake and compliance with night silence. In other areas, the procedure is 

according to the Fisheries Act no. 99/2004 Coll., implementing decree no. 197/2004 Coll. and 

related regulations. We reserve the right to make any changes on detailed conditions for 

enforcement of fishing rights at Sahara lake. It is strictly forbidden to modify vegetation near 

the fishing swims. It is forbidden to use portable electric generators. At Sahara lake, fish are 

fed all year round. Dog owners are fully responsible for their animal, including cleaning up 

after it.    

The angler agrees that photographs or videos of captures taken during the fishing at the 

Sahara lake, which will be published on social media or otherwise on the web, will be further 

used by Rybařství SAHARA s.r.o. free of charge and without restrictions, also for the 

purposes of presenting the lake and activities of the company, for which the angler hereby 

provides the necessary license. The angler further gives his full consent to photos or videos of 

captures being taken and used directly by Rybařství SAHARA s.r.o. for free. Finally, the 

angler gives his consent (from the point of view of personal data protection) even in the event 

that he or another person who participates in fishing together with the angle and whom the 

angler is obliged to inform in this sense is caught with capture in a photo or video.     

 

Contacts: 

Martin Hájek – fish farmer and venue manager: +420 603 216 127 



Vítek Kápička – venue manager: +420 731 247 435 

Petr Kulhánek – assistant venue manager: +420 723 982 750 

Marek Bouška – bookings: +420 778 077 117 

Lukáš Krása – fish farmer: +420 605 280 710 

Police of the Czech republic Lázně Bohdaneč 974 566 771 

 

 

 

 


